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ABSTRACT 

A systematic study into the response of monopiles to lateral cyclic loading in medium dense and dense sand was 

performed in beam and drum centrifuge tests. The centrifuge tests were carried out at different cyclic load and 

magnitude ratios, while the cyclic load sequence was also varied. The instrumentation on the piles provides 

fresh insights into the ongoing development of net stresses, bending moments and deflections as cycling 

progresses. Parallels between the test results and corresponding cyclic triaxial tests are drawn. The paper 

combines the results from this study with those from previous experimental investigations to provide empirical 

design recommendations for monopiles subjected to unidirectional cyclic loading. 

KEYWORDS: Piles; Cyclic lateral load; Sand; Centrifuge testing. 
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BACKGROUND 

The preferred foundation type for offshore wind turbines is the monopile (or single pile), 

which has been used for 80% of currently installed offshore turbines (Pineda & Tardieu, 

2017). Existing methods for prediction of the lateral response of these piles, such as the API 

(2011) recommendations, are largely based on research on small diameter piles reported by 

Reese et al. (1974), Murchison & O’Neill (1984), and others. Concern over the applicability 

of these recommendations to monopiles, which often have diameters in excess of 5m, has 

motivated a considerable body of research in the past decade. One of the important 

foundation considerations is the accommodation in design for lateral cycling of monopiles 

due to wind and wave loading over the life of the turbine. Such cycling can lead to the 

accumulation of a significant permanent rotation of a monopile and overlying tower, 

rendering the turbine un-serviceable. Wind turbine tilt tolerance and permanent foundation 

rotation at the soil surface is specified by the wind turbine manufacturer as it varies for 

different turbines. Golightly (2014) quotes a typical limiting rotation of 0.5° inclusive of a 

0.25° construction tolerance suggested by DNV (2016), therefore giving an allowable 

accumulated rotation due to cycling of 0.25°. 

This paper focuses on the response of monopiles in sand to (uni-directional) lateral cycling 

and draws on evidence reported in recent experimental research as well as observations made 

in new centrifuge-scale lateral pile cycling experiments to propose an empirical method for 

estimation of the accumulation of permanent rotations of monopiles in sand. Numerical 

research into the prediction of such rotations is still at the development stage (e.g. Achmus et 

al. (2009), Giannakos et al. (2012), Su & Li (2013), Rudolph et al. (2014), Depina et al. 

(2015) & Zachert et al. (2016)) and the experimental trends identified here can support the 

calibration of future numerical models. 

To assist comparison with recent experimental research, the nature of the cyclic loads is 

defined using the cyclic load ratio (c) and cyclic magnitude ratio (b), defined as follows: 

c = Hmin /Hmax = Mmin /Mmax         (1) 

b = Hmax /Href = Mmax /Mref         (2) 

where Hmin and Hmax are the minimum and maximum horizontal loads applied to the pile with 

corresponding moments applied to the pile at the soil surface of Mmin and Mmax; for two-way 

loading, Hmin and Hmax are negative and positive respectively. The reference horizontal force 

and applied moment (Href and Mref) are those corresponding to monotonic loading at failure or 

at a reference displacement or rotation (yref or ref) at the soil surface. As a geotechnical 

failure for a laterally loaded pile in sand under monotonic loading can require large pile 

rotations, it has become common practice to define Href at a smaller ref value, such as the 

value of 4° employed by Leblanc et al. (2010) and Klinkvort & Hededal (2013). 

A typical response to uniform lateral cycling is shown on Figure 1, which also defines the 

cyclic load and rotational stiffness (Kr) parameters. Uniform cyclic loading causes a 

progressive accumulation of permanent pile rotation (and pile head displacement), with the 

additional rotation developed in each cycle reducing as the number of cycles (N) increases. 

Although accumulated rotation is often considered to vary with the logarithm of the number 

of cycles (Long & Vanneste, 1994), lateral pile experiments described by LeBlanc et al. 

(2010), Klinkvort & Hededal (2013), Truong & Lehane (2015) and Li et al. (2015), show 

that, for a given level and type of cycling, the ratio of rotation accumulated after N cycles 

(N) to the maximum (positive) rotation reached in the first cycle (1) is best represented for 

rigid piles as a power function of N i.e. 

N = 1N
r        a 
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where αr is referred to here as the accumulation coefficient (with respect to rotation). The 

equivalent equation written in terms of displacements (y) at the ground surface is: 

yN = y1N
y        b 

where αy is the accumulation coefficient with respect to lateral pile displacement. Li et al. 

(2015), and others, show that αy is a little larger than αr. This difference can be explained by 

an increase with cycling of the depth about which the pile rotates due, for example, to the 

formation of a ‘post-hole’ near the surface. The formation of post-hole is consistent with the 

slight increase in the maximum pile bending moment with N observed by Verdure et al. 

(2003), and Rosquoet et al. (2007). Cuellar et al. (2011) used optical measurement techniques 

to deduce that lateral cycling causes an increase in sand density (and sand stiffness) with 

accompanying downward migration (or convection) of sand grains as the post-hole near the 

surface increases in size. The boundary conditions existing after N cycles therefore differ 

from those after the first cycle of loading and this effect should be acknowledged when 

employing expressions such as equation (3), which relate the pile response after N cycles to 

that at N=1. 

Long & Vanneste (1994) collated existing field test data from 34 studies and concluded, in 

general, that pile head movements were dependent on the nature of applied cyclic loads, the 

sand relative density (Dr) and the pile installation method. The subsequent systematic 

experimental investigations of Rosquoet et al. (2007), Klinkvort & Hededal (2013) and 

Truong & Lehane (2015) show that the accumulation coefficient (αy) depends primarily on 

the cyclic load ratio (c) and to a lesser extent the cyclic magnitude ratio (b), and varies from 

a negative value for two-way loading (c = -1) to between about 0.05 and 0.2 at c values in 

the range of -0.5 to 0.75 (noting c = 0 corresponds to one-way loading with Hmin = 0). 

LeBlanc et al. (2010) and Albiker et al. (2017) present formulations based on 1-g small scale 

tests in which the accumulation coefficient is considered independent of sand relative density, 

although scale issues associated with the very low stress level prevalent in these tests need to 

be acknowledged. It is also of note that Albiker et al. (2017) observed a dependency of the 

accumulation coefficient on the lateral load eccentricity as well as a difference between rigid 

and flexible piles. 

Cyclic loading applied to monopiles is not uniform and a number of studies have examined 

the ability of the method of superposition presented by Lin & Liao (1999) to predict pile 

response under various packages of (uni-directional) cycles. Field tests in dense sand reported 

by Li et al. (2015) show that this method provided a reasonable predictive approach for cyclic 

histories involving one-way loading with progressively increasing cyclic magnitude ratios. 

However, Peralta & Achmus (2010) showed in 1-g model experiments that the order in which 

a given set of cyclic packages was applied did influence the final values of accumulated 

rotations. 

It is evident from the foregoing that a range of experimental observations have been made, 

largely in centrifuge scale model tests, but also in other 1-g small-scale laboratory tests and 

field scale tests. This paper extends this database of information using a carefully planned 

series of centrifuge tests and subsequently compiles all observations to develop 

recommendations for assessment of the accumulation of permanent rotations for monopiles 

installed in a range of sand densities. These data can be a useful validation tool for numerical 

modelling of the cyclic behaviour of laterally loaded piles in sand. The paper also 

investigates the potential of using cyclic triaxial tests to estimate the relevant value of the 

accumulation coefficient (equation 3). An empirical approach is then formulated based on the 

centrifuge test results, which can be used in design to estimate permanent rotations of piles in 

sand subjected to variable lateral cycling histories. The pile instrumentation employed 
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facilitates examination of the development with cycling of the maximum and residual pile 

bending moments and quantification of the effects of cycling on post-cyclic monotonic pile 

response. 

 

CENTRIFUGE TESTS 

Lateral cyclic pile tests were performed in the drum centrifuge at the University of Western 

Australia (UWA) and in the beam centrifuge at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU). 

The preliminary series of tests performed in the drum centrifuge used a relatively small 

model pile and comprised application of only 50 cycles of lateral load. The series of beam 

centrifuge tests was more comprehensive and used a larger model pile with a greater number 

of cycles and load eccentricity; this test series involved a systematic investigation of the 

effects of cyclic load characteristics and cyclic load sequences, and also is the first test series 

to employ medium dense sand as well as dense sand in the centrifuge at in-situ stress levels. 

The test schedule along with the corresponding cyclic load characteristics for all the tests 

conducted are provided in Table 1 where the UWA monotonic test is prefixed with UWA-M, 

DTU monotonic tests are prefixed with DTU-M, UWA cyclic tests are prefixed with UWA-

C, and DTU cyclic tests are prefixed with DTU-C. Note that in this study, Href is defined at a 

rotation at the sand surface equal to 0.5
o
 to be consistent with serviceability requirements for 

wind turbine foundations. Measurements of pile head rotation were recorded with a 

resolution of about 0.02
o
. The flexural rigidities of the centrifuge piles are relatively high and 

such that, as shown later, rotated in a semi-rigid manner under application of loads (and 

hence in a similar way to full scale monopiles). 

UWA drum centrifuge equipment and setup 

The drum centrifuge tests were performed in ‘UWA sand’ (described below) at an 

acceleration of 250g. This centrifuge has an outer radius of 0.6m, channel depth of 0.175m 

and width of 0.3m (Stewart et al. 1998). A schematic of the test set-up is presented in Figure 

2. The sand sample had a final depth in the channel of 170mm and was prepared in flight 

using procedures similar to those described by Lehane & White (2005). Core samples of the 

sand taken subsequent to testing and Cone Penetration Test (CPT) tests performed in flight 

confirmed a uniform relative density (Dr) of 68 ± 3% throughout the sample. The test pile, 

with details provided in Table 2, was an aluminium hollow cylindrical tube, fitted with 8 

pairs of strain gauges in a half bridge and protected by a 0.5mm thick layer of epoxy; these 

gauges were calibrated at 1-g in the laboratory and enabled measurement of bending strains 

and hence bending moments throughout the tests. The pile was initially installed at 1-g using 

a tool attached to the drum actuator. The installation tool was then exchanged for the lateral 

loading arm which had a wheel end to provide a single point of contact for load application. 

This arrangement allowed the pile head to rotate freely but could only apply one-way 

loading. After pile installation, the sample was slowly re-saturated while ramping up to 250g. 

Lateral loading commenced at least two hours after reaching 250g.  The load controlled 

cycles were applied in a triangular waveform at a slow speed of 0.015mm/s to ensure fully 

drained conditions. 

DTU beam centrifuge equipment and setup 

The 2.5m radius beam centrifuge tests at DTU was employed to carry out lateral pile tests in 

dry Fontainebleau sand (described below) at an acceleration of 60g. The strongbox had an 

internal diameter of 527mm and internal height of 460mm. The sand samples were pluviated 

at 1-g into the strongbox using a tube that was manoeuvred manually in a circular motion at a 

constant drop height above the sand surface. Drop heights of 50mm and 200mm were 
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employed to attain target Dr values of 57 % and 90 % respectively. The sand was levelled off 

to give a final sample height 337mm. The densities of the samples were derived from core 

specimens and are reported in Table 1. CPT data confirmed the uniformity of the samples and 

indicated Dr varied by less than 3% from the target value throughout the depth of sample 

penetrated by the piles. Full details of the centrifuge and the sand preparation method are 

provided in Leth (2013). 

The loading frame was secured on top of the strongbox, as shown in the schematic diagram in 

Figure 3. This frame allowed inflight pile installation and subsequent lateral loading without 

ramping down the centrifuge to switch pile head connections. Lateral loading was applied via 

the loading frame which was driven by a motor across the top of the sample. Load controlled 

cyclic loading was applied in a periodic trapezoidal form (see inset on Figure 8) with a period 

of 10s. A hinge at the top of the pile head allowed rotation during the application of lateral 

load. The pile head was, however, fixed in the vertical direction resulting in axial tensile 

forces when lateral loads were applied. These forces were measured and found to be minimal 

at the relatively small pile head rotations under consideration in this study; their effects are 

nonetheless likely to have had some influence during the post-cyclic tests when piles were 

subjected to rotations in excess of 5°. Numerical analyses reported by Karthigeyan et al. 

(2006) and Hazzar et al. (2017) indicated that the presence of axial pile forces has a minimal 

effect on the lateral sand response. 

The (hollow steel) model pile employed had the dimensions and properties summarised in 

Table 2. The pile was fitted with 15 pairs of calibrated strain gauges arranged in a half bridge 

and protected by 1mm thick layer of epoxy. Lateral movement of the pile was measured by 

two laser displacement transducers set at 20mm and 70mm above the sand surface. 

Strain gauge interpretation 

Both the UWA and DTU test series utilised instrumented piles to obtain full bending moment 

profiles during loading. The profiles of bending moments (M) were used to interpret 

corresponding profiles of the net soil pressures (P), pile rotation () and lateral displacements 

(y) using the standard beam equations (where EI is the pile flexural rigidity) i.e.  

     
   

   
     (4) 

  ∬          (5) 

  
  

  
      (6) 

 

Various curve fitting methods were trialled when deriving net pressures from bending 

moments. Overlapping cubic polynomials, proposed by Yang and Liang (2006), were found 

to be the most suitable and the interpreted P-y responses gave the most accurate predictions 

of load-displacement curves observed in monotonic tests when re-input into a standard load 

transfer (P-y) laterally loaded pile program. It should be noted that Fan & Leong (2005), 

Zania & Hededal (2011) and Suryasentana & Lehane (2016) have used numerical analyses to 

show that P-y curves derived from bending moment profiles are independent of the pile 

rigidity. 

Two constants are required to determine lateral pile displacements (y) using equation (5) and 

these are usually obtained using measurements of displacement at two different locations. 

Both sets of centrifuge tests had only one displacement reading near the pile head (as the top 

laser in the DTU test malfunctioned) and therefore, to obtain a second displacement value, it 
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was assumed that zero pile deflection occurred at the (lowest) location where the net pressure 

was zero. This assumption was consistent with observations in the DTU tests when both laser 

displacement transducers were working. 

Sand sample properties 

The UWA and Fontainebleau silica sands have almost identical gradings, each having a mean 

effective particle size (D50) of 0.18mm and a uniformity coefficient of about 1.6. Detailed 

descriptions of the properties of the UWA and Fontainebleau sands are provided in Bagbag et 

al. (2017) and Latini (2016) respectively. 

Triaxial tests, with test details given in Table 3, were performed on medium dense (Dr = 

55%) and dense (Dr = 90%) samples of Fontainebleau sand to assist interpretation of the 

lateral cyclic tests. Prior to shearing, the samples were consolidated isotropically to 100kPa, 

which corresponds to the vertical effective stress at half the embedment of the piles in the 

DTU centrifuge. A single monotonic test and two one-way cyclic tests with maximum 

deviator stresses (qmax) of 0.5 and 0.75 times the ultimate deviator stress (qf) were carried out 

for each sand density. For the medium dense sand sample subjected to cycling at 0.5qf, two 

additional packages of one-way cycles with maxima of 0.75qf and 0.2qf were applied to 

compare the response to different cyclic load packages with a similar loading regime in the 

centrifuge. The responses observed in all of the triaxial tests are compared below with the 

lateral pile test results. 

PILE TEST OBSERVATIONS 

Monotonic tests 

The variations of the normalised applied lateral load (H) with rotation (and normalised 

displacement (y/D) at the ground surface for the monotonic tests are plotted on Figure 4; test 

details are provided in Table 1. The normalisation adopted for lateral load is the same as that 

employed by LeBlanc et al. (2010), where σʹvL is the in-situ vertical effective stress at the 

base of the pile. This normalisation allows comparison of Test UWA-M, which was 

conducted in saturated conditions, with Tests DTU-M-1 and DTU-M-2 which were 

performed in dry sand. 

It is evident that capacity at large rotations and displacements will increase with the sand 

relative density (Dr) and the pile slenderness ratio (L/D). However the normalised reference 

lateral loads (Href), defined in this study at a small deformation of 0.5° rotation, show a small 

dependence on Dr for a fixed L/D. Normalised Href values are 0.15, 0.47 and 0.54 in tests 

UWA-M, DTU-M-1 and DTU-M-2 respectively. The trends found in centrifuge tests of 

Klinkvort et al. (2013) and Dyson & Randolph (2001) suggest that the softer variation of 

H/(σʹvL DL) with y/D seen in test UWA-M is, at least in part, due to its 1-g installation. The 

difference between the two pile rigidity indices (EI), given in Table 2, also contributes to the 

softer overall pile behaviour in UWA-M. The ratio of cycling induced displacements to the 

monotonic displacement for the UWA piles, discussed below, is likely to be less influenced 

by their installation at 1-g. 

Accumulation of permanent rotation 

The accumulation of permanent rotations with cycling in one-way cyclic tests (c ≥ 0) is 

investigated on Figure 5a, which uses logarithmic axes to present the variation with the 

number of cycles (N) of the measured maximum rotations after N cycles (. The near linear 

variations seen for each designated test are indicative of constant accumulation coefficients 

(αr) and confirm the general suitability of equation (3a). It is evident on inspection of Figure 

5a that the slopes of these variations tend to reduce with increasing density. While these 

slopes are not affected significantly by the cyclic magnitude ratio (b),  clearly increases 
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with the level of cycling (i.e. with b). This tendency is incorporated in equation (3a) by 

allowing  to vary directly with . Evidence in support of this approach is apparent on 

Figure 5b which shows very similar variations for respective relative densities of / ratios 

with N (using logarithmic axes) for tests with a range of b values but similar c values (of 

close to zero). 

Under 2-way cycling (c < 0), the test with c = -0.53 and b = 0.47 (DTU-C-5) showed a 

continual increase in the accumulated rotation in the direction of the load cycle bias, with α 

similar to that of one-way cycling at the same density. However for test DTU-C-6, with near 

symmetrical two-way loading (c = -1.13 and b = 0.45), the accumulated rotation is very 

small and the pile moves slightly ‘backwards’ from the initial forward movement direction 

(largely due to the negative bias of c). 

Changes in pile lateral stiffness with cycling 

A large change in rotational stiffness of a monopile over its lifetime could be an important 

consideration for assessment of the dynamic response of offshore wind turbines. The unload-

reload rotational stiffness, Kr,N (as defined in Figure 1) increased with the number of cycles in 

all experiments. However, the increases after about 10 cycles were very small (i.e. Kr,10 ~ 

Kr,500) and Kr stabilised at value referred to here at Kr,stab. The ratio of this stabilised value to 

the Kr value observed at N = 1 (Kr1) is plotted on Figure 6 against the cyclic magnitude ratio 

(b) for the test piles installed in medium dense and dense Fontainebleau sand. 

It is evident from Figure 6 that sand density and cyclic load ratio (c) have little influence on 

the relative change in rotational stiffness and the dominant factor affecting this change is the 

cyclic magnitude ratio (b). However, even for this ratio, when cyclic load levels are within 

expected design levels (i.e. b <0.75), the maximum observed relative increase in stiffness is 

only 1.6. Similar observations were made by Verdure et al. (2003), Rosquoet et al. (2007) and 

Klinkvort & Hededal (2013). Zania (2014) shows that a 60% increase in head stiffness for a 

typical offshore monopile can lead to a 5 to 10% increase in the wind turbine eigen-

frequency. For a wind turbine designed based on the soft-stiff approach, this increases the 

potential for resonance of the turbine with the blade passing frequency. 

Pile bending moments 

Bending moments at peak lateral load (Mmax) at N = 1, 100 and 500 are shown on Figure 7a 

and 7b for two one-way tests in medium dense sand (DTU-C-1 and DTU-C-2). It is seen that, 

for DTU-C-1 with a typical design b value of 0.49, the maximum pile bending moment 

increased by about 30% after 500 cycles and the location of this maximum increased from a 

normalised depth (z/D) of 2 to 2.75. Maximum moments in the denser sand samples with the 

same b value (Test DTU-C-7) presented in Figure 7d increased by only about 10% over the 

same number of cycles. These trends are consistent with the observed formation of a post-

hole at the ground surface during cycling, with a larger post-hole forming in the less dense 

sand. Interestingly, for very high level cycling (b = 1.0) in both medium dense and dense 

sand, there is little increase in bending moment (e.g. see profiles for DTU-C-2 on Figure 7b). 

As seen on Figure 7c, changes in maximum moment are also minimal for two-way cycling in 

test DTU-C-6, although the moment increases on the reverse loading side due to the negative 

cycling bias (c =-1.13), with the point of maximum moment moving upwards from z/D~2.5 

to z/D~1.5. 

The minimum bending moments (Mmin) plotted on Figure 7a, 7b and 7d correspond to 

residual bending moments for the one-way tests, DTU-C-1, DTU-C-2 and DTU-C-7. These 

‘locked-in’ moments are comparable but, in test DTU- C-1 and DTU-C-7, correspond to 

almost 50% of Mmax at z/D=3.5 after application of 500 cycles. The existence of such 
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significant ‘locked-in’ or residual moments, while also having been observed by Kirkwood & 

Haigh (2014), is often not recognised in typical p-y analyses and reflects the changes due to 

cycling of the density and stress regime as well as the sand surface profile.  As for the 

Kirkwood & Haigh (2014) study, the experiments indicated greater locked-in moments and 

lateral stresses at larger c values; such lateral stresses can be beneficial in reducing fatigue 

damage because of the associated reduced amplitude of lateral stress variations. 

Pile deflections 

The pile deflections derived from integration of the bending moment profiles (equation 5) are 

plotted on Figure 7 at the peaks and troughs of the applied lateral cycling. The profiles are 

indicative of a rigid pile response with rotation occurring at a normalised depth (z/D) of 4.5 to 

5 diameters, which is approximately 80% of the overall pile length. The UWA piles had a 

longer L/D ratio of 11.4 and also displayed a semi-rigid response with rotation occurring at 

z/D ~7. The lateral displacements in the two-way cyclic test (DTU-C-6) after 300 cycles are 

the same as, or smaller than, those experienced at the peak of the first cycle. 

Net pressures on piles 

Net pressures derived by differentiation of the moment profiles (equation 4) for tests DTU-C-

1, DTU-C-2, DTU-C-6, DTU-C-7 and UWA-C-4 are also provided on Figure 7. The pressure 

distribution for the DTU piles in medium dense sand shows more clearly than the pile 

deflection that the depth of the point of rotation increases from a normalised depth of 4.5 at 

N=1 to 4.7 at N=500 (noting that the rotation point is the deepest level at which the net 

pressure is zero). With an increasing number of cycles, the calculated net pressures at shallow 

depths in test DTU-C-1 reduce while those at deeper levels increase; these trends are in line 

with the formation of the depression (or post-hole) at the rear side of the pile. Net pressures 

derived in Test DTU-C-2 at maximum lateral load and at the peaks and troughs of the cycles 

showed little change with cycling, as reflected by the stable profile of maximum moment 

evident on Figure 7b. There is an increase in the magnitude of the maximum absolute net 

pressures in DTU-C-6 (due presumably to densification) and this leads to an upward 

movement of the level of pile rotation (where net pressures are zero) and a reduction in the 

depth to the location of maximum net pressure. 

Effect of pile aspect ratio 

The effect of the pile aspect ratio (L/D) can be observed in Figures 7a and 7e which plot the 

profiles of net pressure, moment and displacement for one-way loading of piles with L/D=6 

and 11.4. It is evident that the depth at which the maximum bending moment occurs is 

generally similar for both cases (2.5 to 3D), while the level of rotation for the longer and 

shorter piles remains fixed at normalized depths of z/D ~7 and z/D ~4.7 respectively. As 

cycling progresses, greater residual net lateral pressures and moments are recorded at depth 

when the longer pile is unloaded, in line with the tendency for greater residual lateral 

displacements. The general deflected shapes of both the shorter and longer piles have a 

typical semi-rigid profile at the beginning and completion of the cycling imposed. 

Effects of cyclic load sequence 

Monopiles can be subjected to a wide range of cyclic loading events. To investigate the 

dependence of accumulated pile head rotations on cyclic history for uni-directional loading, 

the centrifuge experiments involved application of three packages of cycles applied in 

different sequences. The measured pile head rotations (in medium dense dry 

Fontainebleau sand for one-way cycling (c ~0) for three 500 cycle packages with different 

cyclic magnitude ratios (b ~ 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0) are plotted on Figure 8a for three sequences. 

The final accumulated rotations after the total of 1500 one-way cycles are 1.25°, 1.65° and 
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1.9° and the difference between these rotations reflects the degree of dependence on the order 

of the load cycling. It is also evident that application of higher levels of cycling after initial 

lower level cycling leads to greater rotations than if high level cycling precedes lower level 

cycling. 

Figure 8b presents a similar set of measurements for another set of cyclic packages each with 

300 cycles and the same b value of approximately 0.5 but with different c values. The 

dependence on the sequence of the cyclic packages is more evident for these cases. It is seen, 

in test DTU-C-4 for example, that there is a dramatic reduction in rotation in the final of the 

three packages when the value of c becomes progressively more negative (i.e. the loading 

moves from one-way to two-way). This is a sharp contrast to the response seen in Test DTU-

C-5 which had a positive c in the last package and ended up having three times the rotation 

that was measured in test DTU-C-4. 

Post-cyclic response 

The variation of the normalised lateral load with pile head rotation measured during post-

cyclic monotonic pushes performed in the centrifuge tests are compared on Figure 9 with the 

responses measured in monotonic tests. The plotted responses for the post-cyclic tests start 

from the permanent rotation induced by their cyclic histories summarised in Table 1. 

Although the vertical restraint at the top of the DTU piles may have had a small effect on the 

magnitude of the capacities recorded (as discussed previously), both the UWA and DTU tests 

indicate that the post-cycling capacity of piles which did not suffer a significant permanent 

rotation during cycling (i.e. typically less than 0.25°) is the same or greater than the 

monotonic capacity. Post-cycling capacities measured after piles experienced a rotation of 

0.5° tend to be lower than the monotonic capacities, although this finding is not of major 

consequence for wind turbine monopiles, which need to restrict total rotations to less than 

0.5°. 

DISCUSSION 

Accumulation of displacement with uniform cycling 

It has been seen that equation (3) provides a reasonable representation of the accumulated 

rotations measured in the DTU and UWA centrifuge tests. The accumulation coefficient in 

these tests was not sensitive to the cyclic magnitude ratio (b) but varied with the sand density 

and the cyclic load ratio (c). These test results are now compared with measurements 

reported in field tests by Li et al. (2015) and in similar centrifuge experiments reported by 

Klinkvort & Hededal (2013) and Rosquoet et al. (2007). Measured trends are examined using 

the αy coefficient (equation 3b) as the latter two of these investigations did not report pile 

head rotations. For the tests in this study, the value of r was typically equal to (y - 0.04). It 

should also be noted that the study of Rosquoet et al. (2007) indicated pile displacement 

profiles that were characteristic of a flexible pile response, rather than the rigid pile rotation 

mechanism observed in the remaining experiments. Relevant details for all experiments are 

provided in Table 2. 

Close examination of the results of all tests indicated that αy was largely independent of b. 

Values of αy recorded in pure one-way cyclic tests (with ζc~0) are plotted against the initial 

sand relative density (Dr) on Figure 10a. αy clearly reduces with increasing Dr and also tends 

to be a little larger at low pile slenderness ratios (L/D). No systematic relationship between αy 

and the eccentricity of applied load (e/D) was apparent. The following equation, which is 

plotted on Figure 10, yields a near upperbound value for αy: 

αy = 0.3 – 0.22 Dr    for ζc=0, Dr >0.5, L/D<7   (8) 
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All αy values are plotted against ζc on Figure 10b, which uses equation 8 to normalise αy 

values for effects of relative density. An upperbound curve to the dataset is shown on Figure 

10b and leads to the following proposal for design of typical monopiles (for which L/D <7): 

αy = (0.3 – 0.22 Dr )[1.2 (1 - ζc
2
)(1- 0.3ζc)]    Dr >0.5   (9) 

Figure 10b shows that there is a progressive accumulation of permanent displacement when 

the cyclic load ratio ζc exceeds about -0.5. However, negative αy values, and hence a 

reduction in accumulated displacements, are more typical when ζc is less than -0.5. 

 Assessment of the accumulation coefficient, α 

Equation (9) was derived for tests in fine, uniform silica sands, such as UWA, Fontainebleau 

and Blessington sands, and is applicable for assessment of cycling induced displacement for 

monopiles in these kinds of sands. It is of interest to examine if standard cyclic triaxial testing 

can be used to provide guidance to designers on the likely value of α in other sand types. 

To examine this potential, monotonic and one-way cyclic triaxial tests were performed on 

Fontainebleau sand, as described above and with details summarised in Table 3. The 

measured variations of axial strain (εa) with the number of (one way) cycles (N) are plotted 

on Figure 11 using logarithmic axes. It is evident that εa varies with N in an analogous way to 

the variations of  with N presented on Figure 5. The slopes of these trend lines (on 

logarithmic axes), referred to as αtriax, average at 0.14 for the medium dense sand with a 

single value of 0.09 measured in the dense sand and are plotted for comparative purposes on 

Figure 10a. While factors such as the mode of cycling and the sample stress level may lead to 

modest changes in αtriax, it is evident that, as for αr and αy, αtriax reduces with an increase in 

sample density and is virtually independent of the cyclic magnitude level (qmax/qf). 

The value of α cannot be expected to be the same as αtriax, simply because cyclic loading of 

piles is a boundary value problem with changing boundaries, whereas a triaxial test measures 

the response of an element. Nevertheless, the similarity of their controlling factors and their 

relatively close agreement in terms of magnitude (see Figure 10a) indicate that triaxial cyclic 

testing can provide insights for designers into expected lateral cyclic response in sands for 

which no previous experience exists. 

Effects of loading sequence 

As shown on Figure 8, the DTU centrifuge experiments incorporated application of a series 

of uni-directional cyclic load packages (each with a set number of cycles and given b and c 

ratios). It was seen that the loading sequence did affect the magnitude of the final value of 

rotation accumulated although the effect was more significant when both one-way and two-

way cyclic wave packages were applied. Simple ways to assess the likely amount of the 

maximum permanent rotation are presented in the following. 

For the tests involving one-way load packages, best predictions are obtained using the 

superposition approach, described by Lin & Liao (1999). In application of this method, the 

accumulation coefficient is found from equation (9) and 1 can be obtained from a site 

specific monotonic test or from predictive methods such as Suryasentana & Lehane (2016) or 

API (2011). Predictions for the rotations at the peak of the cycles for specific cyclic packages 

applied (see Table 1) in four DTU tests are compared with the observations on Figure 12a to 

12d. The value of r employed for these calculations was taken to be 0.04 less than y 

(calculated using equation 9), in line with observations in these tests. Reasonable agreement 

is apparent although it is evident that the final predicted rotation can be in error by up to 30%. 

As expected, the approach leads to insignificant increases in rotation when the cyclic 

magnitude ratio (b) is lower than in a preceding load package. 

It has been seen that significant permanent rotations do not occur under two-way loading 

when the cyclic load ratio (c) is less than about -0.5. There is not a simple superposition 
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approach that can be used to predict the trends with cyclic histories involving negative c 

values. However, given that the main interest of the designer is the assessment of the 

maximum rotation under a given set of cyclic packages, it is proposed that predictions are 

obtained for the packages arranged in order of increasing accumulation coefficient (e.g. as 

obtained from equation 9), and then applying the superposition method and assuming no 

rotation accumulation when c is less than -0.5. This approach is compared on Figures 12e-

12h and seen to provide an upper bound to the rotation that can be expected for these cyclic 

packages. 

It is of interest to note that a number of different one-way cyclic packages were applied in the 

triaxial tests on Fontainebleau sand, referred to above. The test results showed excellent 

agreement with the superposition approach, which suggests that the discrepancies observed in 

Figure 12a to 12c (which plot results for the same cyclic packages applied in different 

sequences) reflect the changes developing adjacent to a cyclically load pile in sand; these 

changes include ongoing modifications to the size and geometry of a post-hole, alterations to 

the in-situ sand densities and increases in residual net stresses (which alter the applied cyclic 

load ratios at any given level in the soil). 

CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has presented results from a new series of centrifuge tests involving lateral cycling 

of instrumented piles in sand. These have added fresh insights into the factors controlling the 

accumulation of cyclic displacements and shown that: 

(i) The rotation generated by lateral cycling of piles is proportional to the rotation 

experienced under monotonic loading at the same peak cyclic load and varies with the 

number of cycles raised to a power, referred to as the accumulation coefficient (α). 

(ii) The accumulation coefficient (α) depends primarily on the cyclic load ratio (c) and the 

sand relative density. Highest permanent rotations are developed by short piles in looser 

sands subjected to one-way loading or biased one-way loading (c >-0.5). 

(iii) The accumulation coefficient measured in one-way cyclic triaxial tests is less than that 

observed in cyclic lateral pile tests, but shows a similar dependence on relative density 

and cyclic load ratio. 

(iv) Residual (locked-in) net lateral stresses develop during cycling and can reach values 

that are up to 50% of the maximum moments induced by the peak lateral load. The 

existence of these stresses are a reflection of the changes in boundary conditions around 

laterally cycled piles, which include the development of post-holes and changing sand 

densities. The locked-in moments are more prominent at lower relative densities, for 

one way loading and at higher cyclic magnitude ratios. 

(v) Post-cyclic capacity of monopiles is similar to the monotonic capacity if the permanent 

rotation experienced during cycling is less than the typical serviceability limit of 0.5
o
. 

A combination of these centrifuge results with data from other similar investigations in sand 

has enabled the development of general guidelines. An empirical framework is presented 

which can be used as a design tool in the assessment of permanent pile displacements and 

rotations for laterally cycled piles in sand. 
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NOTATION 

D  pile diameter 

D50  grain size at 50% passing 

Dr  relative density 

e  load eccentricity 

EI  flexural rigidity 

H  horizontal load 

Hmax  maximum horizontal load 

Hmin  minimum horizontal load 

Href  reference horizontal load 

Kr pile rotational stiffness 

Kr,N  pile rotational stiffness at N cycles 

Kr,stab  stabilised pile rotational stiffness 

L pile embedment length 

M applied moment at sand surface 

Mmax maximum applied moment 

Mmin  minimum applied moment 

Mref  reference applied moment 

N cycle number 

P net lateral soil resistance 

qc cone resistance 

qf ultimate deviator stress 

qmax maximum applied deviator stress 

y lateral pile displacement 

yN  lateral pile displacement at N cycles 

yref  reference pile displacement 

z  soil depth 

α accumulation coefficient 

αr accumulation coefficient, defined in terms of rotation 

αtriax accumulation coefficient, defined in terms of triaxial axial strain 

αy accumulation coefficient defined in terms of lateral displacement at ground level 

εa triaxial deviator strain 

 pile rotation as sand surface 

N pile rotation at N cycle

ref preference pile rotation 

σʹv vertical effective stress 

σʹvL vertical effective stress at pile toe 

b  cyclic magnitude ratio 

c cyclic load ratio 
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Table 1. Cyclic pile test program 

Test no. Centrifuge g 

level 

Dr  

(%) 

Total 

no. of 

Cycles 

Cyclic load characteristics 

Load 1 Load 2 Load 3 

c b c b c b 

UWA-M Drum 250 68 Mono - - - - - - 

UWA-C-1 Drum 250 68 50 0.01 1.04 - - - - 

UWA-C-2 Drum 250 68 50 0.33 1.05 - - - - 

UWA-C-3 Drum 250 68 50 0.71 1.05 - - - - 

UWA-C-4 Drum 250 68 50 0.04 0.48 - - - - 

UWA-C-5 Drum 250 68 50 0.33 0.48 - - - - 

UWA-C-6 Drum 250 68 50 0.72 0.48 - - - - 

DTU-M-1 Beam 60 60 Mono - - - - - - 

DTU-C-1 Beam 60 64 1500 0.05 0.49 0.04 0.74 0.05 1.00 

DTU-C-2 Beam 60 58 1500 0.03 1.00 0.12 0.49 0.06 0.72 

DTU-C-3 Beam 60 51 1500 0.01 0.74 0.02 0.49 0.03 1.00 

DTU-C-4 Beam 60 52 900 0.50 0.50 -

0.50 

0.50 -

1.00 

0.50 

DTU-C-5 Beam 60 63 900 -

0.53 

0.47 -

1.15 

0.45 0.47 0.43 

DTU-C-6 Beam 60 50 900 -

1.13 

0.45 0.46 0.45 -

0.55 

0.43 

DTU-M-2 Beam 60 88 Mono - - - - - - 

DTU-C-7 Beam 60 85 1500 0.01 0.53 0.02 0.80 0.02 1.10 

DTU-C-8 Beam 60 95 900 0.53 0.55 -

0.42 

0.58 -

0.82 

0.59 
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Table 2. Summary of test pile properties from this study and tests for comparison study 

 UWA 

drum 

centrifuge 

DTU beam 

centrifuge 

Klinkvort & 

Hededal 

(2013) 

Rosquoet et 

al. (2007) 

Li et al. 

(2015) 

Field tests 

Dmodel (m) 0.011
(1) 

0.040
(1) 

0.028
(1)

 and 

0.040
(1) 

0.018  

Dprototype (m) 2.75 3.92 3.0 0.72 0.34 

tmetal (m) 0.001 0.0015 Solid 0.0015 0.014 

tepoxy (m) 0.0005 0.001 0.002   

D/t 7.3 16 n/a 12 24 

EIprototype 

(GNm
2
) 

88.1
 

74.4 77.7
(2)

 to 522
(2) 

0.476 0.038
(2) 

Sand type Fine Silica 

Sand 

Fontainebleau 

Silica Sand 

Fontainebleau 

Silica Sand 

Fontainebleau 

Silica Sand 

Blessington 

fine sand 

Dr % 68 50 to 99 79 to 96 86 100% 

L/D 11.4 6 6 16.7 6.5 

e/D 2 3 15 2.22 1.17 

Toe condition Open Open Closed Open Open 

Installation Jacked at 

1g 

Jacked at 60g Jacked in  

lower g field 

Driven at 1g Driven 

(1) 
Includes thickness of epoxy. 

(2) 
Assuming Young’s modulus of elasticity of 200GPa. 
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Table 3. Cyclic triaxial test 

 TX-1 TXC-1 TX-2 TXC-2 TXC-3
 

     Load 1 Load 2 Load 3 

Type Mono Cyclic Mono Cyclic Cyclic Cyclic Cyclic 

Dr (%) 90 90 55 55 55 55 55 

qf (kPa) 421 411 319 342 - - 337 

qmax (kPa) - 207 - 242 170 235 66 

N - 1000 - 1000 500 500 500 

triax - 0.09 - 0.14 0.13 - - 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram for cycle number assignment and determining rotational 

stiffness 

Figure 2. Schematic plan view of UWA drum centrifuge pile test setup 

Figure 3. Schematic elevation of DTU beam centrifuge pile test setup 

Figure 4. Monotonic lateral pile test results 

Figure 5. (a) Pile rotations at sand surface for one-way cyclic tests, and (b) Normalised pile 

rotations for c ≈ 0 

Figure 6. Average relative increase in reload stiffness from Kr1 in DTU tests 

Figure 7. Typical profiles of bending moment, net pressure and pile deflection (a) Test DTU-C-1 

(c = 0.05, b = 0.49, Dr = 64%) (b) Test DTU-C-2 (c = 0.03, b = 1.00, Dr = 58%) (c) Test DTU-C-6 (c = -

1.13, b = 0.45, Dr = 50%) (d) Test DTU-C-7 (c = 0.01, b = 0.53, Dr = 85%, L/D = 6) (e) Test UWA-C-4 (c = 

0.04, b = 0.48, Dr = 68%, L/D = 11.4) 

Figure 8. Pile rotation at peak load under various cycles in (a) cyclic load sequences with (a) 

c ≈ 0 and (b)b ≈ 0.5 

Figure 9. Post-cyclic response in (a) UWA tests (Dr =68%) and (b) DTU tests with Dr given 

in parentheses 

Figure 10. Relationship of  (a) y with Dr  for c ~0 and (b) ynormalised for effects of Dr for 

varying c ratios 

Figure 11. Triaxial tests in Fontainebleau sand (a) comparison of monotonic and cyclic tests 

and (b) variation of axial strain with number of cycles. 

Figure 12. Variations of measured and calculated rotation accumulation for DTU tests 
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